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In 1963 Frank O’Hara threw a party for Edwin Denby’s sixtieth
birthday. The invitation was printed with an acrostic poem by
O’Hara entitled ‘‘Edwin’s Hand.’’ The first stanzas read:

Easy to love, but
di≈cult to please, he
walks densely as a child
in the midst of spectacular
needs to understand.

Desire makes our
enchanter gracious, and
naturally he’s surprised to
be. And so are you to be
you, when he smiles.

At O’Hara’s funeral three years later (a gathering at which Larry
Rivers announced that ‘‘there are at least sixty people in New York
who thought Frank O’Hara was their best friend’’), Denby was the
first friend to speak, ‘‘standing Lincoln-like and low-voiced under
the big elm at Springs,’’ according to Bill Berkson. Of O’Hara’s
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sudden death, Denby later said, ‘‘Some people never recovered; in
ways, I never did.’’

One of the ways Denby did not recover (though he himself
would never have said so) was that as a poet, he had lost his most
important advocate. His first collection of poems, In Public, in

Private, for example, had been praised by O’Hara in 1957 as ‘‘an
increasingly important book for the risks it takes in successfully
establishing a specifically American spoken diction which has a
classical firmness and clarity under his hand.’’ And though Denby
is still universally lauded as the most important and influential
American dance critic of the twentieth century, he remains rela-
tively unknown as a poet beyond a small group of enthusiasts. But
with the critical distance provided by fifty years since the genesis
of the New York School, there is an increasing awareness that
Edwin Denby might not be, after all, a minor figure in the move-
ment’s history.

To be chronologically precise, Denby was a full generation older
than that first group’s best-known foursome (O’Hara, John Ash-
bery, James Schuyler, and Kenneth Koch). In 1926, the year of
O’Hara’s birth, three of Denby’s poems were published in an issue
of Poetry that exactly preceded the one in which Hart Crane’s
work first appeared there. As Lincoln Kirstein has sensitively de-
scribed Denby’s poetry in relation to Crane’s, Denby ‘‘shares
Crane’s quirkiness in implosive short circuits of dense, awkwardly
precise rhetoric, odd broken rhymes, reckless rhythm, sharpness of
physical imagery and incandescent metaphor.’’ And while In Pub-

lic, in Private’s mid-century opening salvo, ‘‘I myself like the cli-
mate of New York,’’ claims a kinship reaching back to Crane (as
well as Walt Whitman), it also declares an a≈nity projecting
forward to Denby’s even younger New York School compatriots at
the St. Mark’s Poetry Project.

But because his vocation spans several eras of cultural life,
Denby has been hard to place, critically speaking. Born in China
(his father was a diplomat), he spent his early childhood in Aus-
tria. Dropping out of Harvard in 1923, he lived briefly in New
York City, then moved back to Europe; after a period of indecision,
he ended up studying dance and gymnastics at the Hellerau-
Laxenburg School outside Vienna. After graduation, Denby suc-
cessfully toured prewar Europe as a Grotesktanzer, not, strictly
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speaking, a modern dancer but something closer to a comic per-
former or an acrobat. He became involved in theater; he encoun-
tered Vsevelod Meyerhold in Moscow; he smoked opium with
Jean Cocteau in Paris; he translated and adapted opera libretti; on
Majorca he began a novel; and, among other things, he was ana-
lyzed by a colleague of Sigmund Freud’s (he once met Freud
himself) and wrote (in German) a study entitled ‘‘On the Soul’s
Response to Gymnastics.’’ What retrospectively seems especially
significant in relation to the New York School and the American
avant-garde is his unsuccessful attempt (as an assistant to the
theater’s director) to get Virgil Thomson and Gertrude Stein’s
Three Saints in Four Acts produced in Darmstadt in 1929.

With the rise of Nazism, Denby returned to America. These
were ‘‘the Theatrical Thirties,’’ as Paul Bowles entitled a chapter
in his autobiography; this was also, of course, the Depression.
Denby was involved in several Works Progress Administration–
related enterprises in this period (as were a number of his friends
who later formed the New York School of painting); these projects
were mostly libretti intended for collaboration with Aaron Cop-
land. (The short prose piece ‘‘Aaron’’ from In Public, in Private

describes Denby’s musical collaborator in phrases that amusingly
echo Stein and presage later practitioners of the New York School:
‘‘He once remarked to somebody, ‘Tunes are like birds.’ He wanted
to say it again, but he couldn’t remember, so the conversation
became general, and he didn’t mind.’’) Denby’s lyrics for these
operas are noteworthy for their interest in the rhythms of Ameri-
can speech: written to be sung, they also suggest the quality of
internalized hum distinct to many of Denby’s poems. ‘‘The day I
have is a secret / All around me while I go,’’ sings a character in
Miltie Is a Hackie. Denby also worked with Orson Welles and John
Houseman in the Federal Theater Project; this collaboration pro-
duced the 1936 adaptation Horse Eats Hat, with incidental music
by Paul Bowles and orchestration by Virgil Thomson. (Denby
performed on stage as the back half of the horse.) In his opening
song for The Second Hurricane (1937), a children’s opera with
music by Copland, the chorus asks, ‘‘Have you ever had an adven-
ture?’’ For Denby and his friends, the creation of art had the
quality of just such an adventure.

The simple impulse to have fun is not to be discounted in the
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creation of these cooperative works. In 1937, when Bowles stayed
in Denby’s loft apartment, the pair regularly traveled uptown to
Harlem hot spots where Bowles did ‘‘research’’ for his opera Den-

mark Vesey. At the Chelsea Hotel, Jane Bowles (neé Auer) read to
an appreciative Denby from the amusing comedy of manners
(published five years later as Two Serious Ladies) on which she
had begun work. The thirties also saw the production of a series of
distinctly unserious films, beginning with 45 West 21, a work
whose cast included Virgil Thomson, Paula Miller, Paul Bowles,
and John Latouche. Friendship itself was a sort of collaborative
enterprise; Denby’s friends are a recurring subject of his poetry. In
‘‘A Postcard,’’ for example, he launches the New York School–
associated quirk of cataloguing the names of friends in a letter-
poem: ‘‘Elaine, Nini, Sylvia, Marjorie, Theda, / Each sends you
happy wishes for your birthday . . . / Dear Rudy, they all say . . .
And Frank, David, John, Aaron, Paul, Harry and / Virgil.’’ It was
during this period, at Copland’s suggestion and with Thomson’s
encouragement, that Denby began to write regular dance reviews.
These are the first of the critical writings (making up several
volumes) for which he continues to be best known.

In the thirties Denby also began to put together a collection of
poems that more than a decade later was published as In Public, in

Private. Robert Cornfield’s description of Denby in relation to
three of his contemporaries (and, not coincidentally, close friends)
serves as a good introduction to this poetry: ‘‘The flat intermingled
surfaces of de Kooning’s paintings, the juxtapositions of cityscape
and people in Rudolph Burckhardt’s New York photographs and
films, the cogency and surprise of Balanchine’s inventions – all
these find their semblance in Denby’s writing.’’ Cornfield’s triad of
comparison is informed; Denby’s relationships with each of the
three – as intimates as well as colleagues – would influence the
form, content, and direction of his first set of New York poems.

It was in 1936, the year after he returned to New York from
Europe, that Denby first met his Chelsea neighbor Willem de
Kooning. The influence of de Kooning on Denby is expressly ac-
knowledged in an early poem, ‘‘The Silence at Night’’: ‘‘The design

on the sidewalk Bill pointed out’’ serves as the poem’s epigraph.
De Kooning also provided the frontispiece for the first edition of In
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Public, in Private. In a 1959 monograph Thomas Hess writes that in
de Kooning elements of the human figure ‘‘are salvaged from the
crisis of art by a knowledge of styles so thorough that it can impel a
new, logical configuration to appear out of the willed chaos of possi-
bilities.’’ Hess quotes Denby’s poem ‘‘The Shoulder,’’ which he pre-
sents as based on de Kooning’s argument that the shoulder is nearly
impossible to paint, ‘‘a ridiculously planned part of the body’’:

The shoulder of a man is shaped like a baby pig.
It terrifies and it bores the observer, the shoulder.
The Greeks, who had slaves, were able to hitch back and rig
The shoulder, so the eye is flattered and feels bolder.

But that’s not the case in New York, where a roomer
Stands around day and night stupefied with his clothes on
The shoulder, hung from his neck (half orchid, half tumor)
Hangs publicly with a metabolism of its own.

Here the awkward oddness of Denby’s early prosody can be seen to
be the product of a process analogous to de Kooning’s: formal
elements of In Public, in Private’s sonnets are disproportionately
reconfigured, syntactically redefined. These early lines feel as
though the poet also is working out some di≈culty, an issue of
formal expression, that is not fully resolved to his liking.

Denby and de Kooning’s friendship was part of a growing com-
munity of visual artists and writers in New York. Denby would
recall in one of his Later Sonnets:

New York School friends, you paint glory
Itself crowding closer further
Lose your marbles making it
What’s in a name – it regathers
From within, a painting’s silence
Resplendent, the silent roommate
Watch him, not a pet, long listen
Before glory, the stone heartbeat
When he’s painted himself out of it
De Kooning says his picture’s finished.

Collaboration, of course, would come to be seen as a defining qual-
ity of the New York School of poets and painters, verbal and visual
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artists responding to one another either as critics or within the
structures of their own art. It is clear that the early de Kooning-
Denby friendship served as one preliminary example in this evo-
lution (what began at Stewart’s Cafeteria would expand to the
Cedar Tavern, the San Remo, and the Eighth Street Club). Denby
recalls: ‘‘I remember Bill de Kooning and Franz Kline standing
next to each other at the bar [of the Cedar] drinking. I was sitting
at a table. And it was adorable to see them because they were about
the same size and they were like two teenagers having an abso-
lutely marvelous time together. They were of course famous
painters by that time in their own world. But the way they made
jokes to each other and the intimacy between them, it’s still one of
my happiest memories.’’

Denby’s most important collaborative partner, however, was to
be the photographer and film-maker Rudy Burckhardt. They met
in Switzerland; Burckhardt followed Denby back to New York in
1935. The two became (for a time) lovers and then lifelong com-
panions and collaborators. The publication of In Public, in Private,

their first book collaboration, was delayed until after the war (as
‘‘On the Home Front – 1942’’ concludes, ‘‘The small survivor has a
di≈cult task / Answering the questions great historians ask’’),
though both the poems and Burckhardt’s accompanying black-
and-white photographs of New York evoke prewar or wartime
tableaux.

Yet while some of this first book’s poems are specifically identi-
fied as ‘‘written to accompany photographs by Rudy Burckhardt,’’
they by no means function as illustrations; in fact, interaction of
word and image throughout the book is such that it is impossible
to determine whether Burckhardt’s pictures instigated texts or
Denby’s way of seeing inspired the photography. (Such a relation
can also be found in the 1948 Burckhardt film The Climate of New

York, with cinematic ‘‘movements’’ separated by titles and lines
from Denby poems and music by William Flanagan.) Even poems
that share a title with a particular photograph are not necessar-
ily descriptive of the visual image but are often a kind of free-
associating commentary. From ‘‘Luncheonette Counter Display,’’
for example, Denby spins out, ‘‘What is advertising and what
isn’t? / . . . Do you want to be refreshed or not be refreshed / . . .
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Pictures count ten, a word alone a million, / And plenty more
where they come from, brother,’’ using the language of Madison
Avenue in much the way Burckhardt incorporates billboards into
his compositions. Or what Denby (like Burckhardt) chooses to
make note of in any particular poem creates its own haphazard
arrangement; items from a Queens ‘‘desert-landscape’’ are pre-
sented as revelatory ‘‘found art’’: ‘‘In this backyard of exploitation
and refuse / Chance vistas, weights in the air part and compose.’’
Denby and Burckhardt shared an aesthetic of observation without
prejudgment; the faces and postures of people riding on the sub-
way could be recorded equally on film and in words: ‘‘Squatting in
the full glare of the locked express / Imprisoned, rocked, like
a man by a friend’s death, / O how the immense investment
soothes distress, / Credit laps you like a huge religious myth.’’

Denby’s poems share with those of O’Hara something of the
city streets’ random quality, a flaneur’s sense of the unexpected
coming around a corner or the sudden turn of a co√ee-shop con-
versation. In Denby’s poems, two dynamics, the pedestrian and the
conversational, work in tandem; these rhythms, however, are con-
tained within a traditionally rigorous albeit idiosyncratic prosody.
Though Denby’s early poetry also has some of O’Hara’s slangy
insouciance (‘‘Abroad they’ve still got the pyramid of Whoosis, /
Would it last in New York? The answer is, who cares’’), many of
the book’s poems are sonnets finished o√ with a rhymed couplet
that at first feels like a quip but upon analysis reveals itself as a de-
flationary gesture: ‘‘We are all pleased by an air like of loving /
Going home quiet in the subway-shoving.’’ As a point of com-
parison, O’Hara’s 1956 ‘‘A Step away from Them’’ has the same
subject matter as these early poems; the poem’s specific allusion to
Denby is certainly not coincidental. Yet O’Hara’s open prosody is
completely di√erent from Denby’s idiosyncratic sonnets:

On
to Times Square, where the sign
blows smoke over my head, and higher
the waterfall pours lightly. A
Negro stands in a doorway with a
toothpick, languorously agitating.
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A blonde chorus girl clicks: he
smiles and rubs his chin. Everything
suddenly honks: it is 12:40 of
a Thursday.

Neon in daylight is a
great pleasure, as Edwin Denby would
write, as are light bulbs in daylight.

Denby’s own lines, by contrast, are casual but not loose; they have
a ‘‘tight and circumspect’’ quality (adjectives the dance critic
Denby used to describe the movement of European pedestrians)
that works in stylistic counterpoint to the poems’ American tone
and subject matter. Most of the poems register the experience of
an urban walker, but their shaped lines don’t ramble like Whit-
man’s; they are closer to Charles Baudelaire or even Pierre de
Ronsard, whose verse serves as an epigraph to the stanzas from
‘‘Elegy – The Streets’’:

The lunch-hour crowd between glittering glass and signs
Calmly displays the fact of passing time:
How the weight changes, now swells now declines,
Carried about for years beyond our prime.
My eyes – like a blind man’s hand by pressure – learn
The push of age in the crowd’s unconcern.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
So seasons alter the streetscape where I walk,
Illuminations its painted color use,
I stop for co√ee, most persons like to talk,
They and I also long surviving news.
Interest awhile like weather will disperse,
I go back to my room and tie it down in verse.

Denby’s urban subject matter is tightly framed like a painting,
close-cropped like one of Burckhardt’s photographs of architec-
tural detail. The stanza divisions in the early poems are printed
as rectangular sets, blocks of lines that repeat like the grid of
midtown Manhattan’s numbered streets. Yet as he writes in his
essay ‘‘Dancers, Buildings and People in the Streets’’ (written as a
lecture to dance students), within the pattern, as within musical
form, seemingly infinite possibilities are there to be observed:
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‘‘Daily life is wonderfully full of things to see. Not only peo-
ple’s movements, but the objects around them, the shape of the
rooms they live in, the ornaments architects make around win-
dows and doors, the peculiar ways buildings end in the air, the
watertanks, the fantastic di√erences in the street facades on the
first floor. A French composer who was here said to me, ‘I had
expected the streets of New York to be monotonous, after looking
at a map of all those rectangles.’ ’’ Or, again from ‘‘Elegy – The
Streets,’’

Streets, with insistent buildings forced in blocks
Reverberating the work-morning noise,
With foolish taxis, heavy painted trucks,
Close-stepping girls and blankly confident boys,
With stubborn housewives and men of a√airs
Whose self-importance looks jerky out of doors.

Denby’s interest in pedestrian movements (though the collo-
quial ‘‘jerky,’’ of course, means something in addition to ‘‘spas-
modic’’) has obvious relations to his dance writing. First, as subject
of the poems, the movement of the individual or the crowd is at
least as interesting as a performance; after all, choreography is
made up of ‘‘gestures from life deformed to suit music.’’ In addi-
tion, dance comes into play as a matter of Denby’s compositional
technique. In this regard, Denby’s extensive dance criticism pro-
vides useful analogues for his poetics. Speaking in the most gen-
eral prosodic terms, the movement of the poetic line is analogous
to dance in that choreography can also be described as a series
of rhythmic ideas expressed in sequence. Similarly (albeit con-
versely) dance is described by Denby in metrical terms: ‘‘You may
notice that a dance phrase holds together by its rhythm in time (a
rhythm related to that of music) as a sequence of long and short
motions set o√ by a few accents.’’

At its publication in 1948 In Public, in Private received mixed,
though respectable, reviews. That same year, Denby and Burck-
hardt, along with Burckhardt’s wife and young son, left for Eu-
rope. (Thanks to a recommendation by Virgil Thomson, Denby
had received a Guggenheim Fellowship.) The voyage, mostly to
Italy and Greece, lasted several years, six months of which were a
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sojourn in 1948 on Ischia that included visits to W. H. Auden
in Forio. Denby himself spent three months in Tangiers with
Paul Bowles; Bowles’s memoir Without Stopping describes Bowles,
Jane Bowles, and Denby eating majoun, a sweet confection pre-
pared with hashish. According to Ned Rorem’s memoir Knowing

When to Stop, in 1950 Denby spent time at the villa of the pianists
Arthur Gold and Robert Fizdale outside Florence. There was a
period of illness, in which Denby’s hair turned white; there was
some going back and forth, with Burckhardt and Denby returning
to the United States at intervals in 1951 and 1952.

Soon after Denby’s definitive return to New York, de Kooning
introduced Denby to Frank O’Hara, John Ashbery, and Kenneth
Koch, all of whom the painter had met in Denby’s absence. (In
1951 James Schuyler first met O’Hara and Ashbery after Larry
Rivers’s opening at the Tibor de Nagy Gallery; that same year the
gallery published O’Hara’s City in Winter as well as a book by
Auden’s companion, Chester Kallman.) On 11 April 1952 Denby
appeared with O’Hara on a panel entitled ‘‘The Image in Poetry
and Painting’’ at the Eighth Street Club. It is hard to say to what
extent O’Hara’s comments correspond to Denby’s opinions, but
O’Hara’s lecture notes refer to Ezra Pound as ‘‘the father of mod-
ern poets in English’’ and declare that ‘‘Auden extended our ideas
of what poetry could be; his poems saw clearly into obscure areas
of modern life and they provided us with obscure and complex
insights into areas which had hitherto been banal.’’

That same spring Denby began a love a√air with James Schuy-
ler, twenty years his junior, whom he had met four years earlier
on Ischia when Schuyler was serving as Auden’s secretary. The
Schuyler-Denby a√air ended ‘‘very badly’’ (according to Schuyler)
in the summer of 1953, when Denby introduced Schuyler to
Arthur Gold, with whom Schuyler then began a relationship. (The
next year, through Gold, Schuyler received a commission to write
a text for Paul Bowles’s Picnic Cantata.)

Denby does not appear to have taken what he viewed as Schuy-
ler’s emotional betrayal lightly. In the first of a quartet of poems
called ‘‘City Seasons,’’ Denby gently writes, ‘‘my thoughts are
soft / Aware how redhaired Jimmy never came.’’ But then, in the
third section, a fiercer poet declares,
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The blazing sun of August sweeping wide
Burns open secrets that a heart would hide
‘‘Arthur’’ the loyal, brother of beauty ‘‘James’’
Of treason and of filth become the names

Another piece of writing, ‘‘Esau and the Angel,’’ not published
until 1983, also seems to date from this period. In this emotionally
complicated prose piece, Jacob’s brother Esau wrestles with an
angel, ‘‘an e√eminate boy with red hair.’’ The encounter has
homoerotic (and, one infers, autobiographical) components:

[Esau] felt the angel’s lips light and flowerlike touching his.
He opened his a little, inhaling the powerful sweetness,
pressing greedily, advancing his thick tongue through the
soft passage. An overwhelming burst of pain made him
tighten like a vise on the boy; his shut mouth was filled with
a hot sweetish wave, his own blood. The angel spat. ‘‘Just the
tip of your tongue,’’ he said laughing, ‘‘You sure are dumber
than Jacob. But you’re sweet. Let go me, your blood is all over
everything, what a mess.’’ Esau didn’t let go his hold. ‘‘I
wouldn’t have done it,’’ said the light boyish voice again, ‘‘if
I’d known it would have made such a mess. You have such
thick rich blood. I’ll staunch it.’’ Esau felt a little peck of lips
on his cheek, and sure enough the blood stopped flowing,
though the pain didn’t abate. But the angel’s kindness was
like a balm inside his heart. ‘‘I do think you’re interesting,’’
the boy in his arms continued, though now his voice sounded
farther o√. Esau opened his eyes and drew back his head a
little to see that adorable face again; it was smiling, pure of
any defilement of his blood, with a heavenly malice. ‘‘I’ve
had enough of this,’’ the boy said, ‘‘and so have you.’’ ‘‘But you
said you loved me,’’ Esau said, although without his tongue-
tip it came out like ‘‘Bu oo ai oo yovbe be.’’ ‘‘Haven’t you any
sense of humor at all?’’ the boy said just a little sharply.

In the period following their a√air (during which time Schuy-
ler went to Italy on tour with Gold), Denby put together Mediter-

ranean Cities, a second book collaboration with Burckhardt, pub-
lished in 1956. As with the equally stereoscopic In Public, in
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Private, the poet’s and photographer’s distinct perspectives are
purposefully overlaid to give shared work an extraordinary three-
dimensionality. But while the earlier book’s subject was New York
as observed by a Swiss-born photographer and an American, in
Mediterranean Cities roles are reversed: it’s the ‘‘Yank’’ poet now
‘‘to whom darling Europe is foreign.’’

Most of Burckhardt’s photographs exhibit the same unromantic
eye as regarded the shapes and faces of Manhattan, the tiled roofs
and turrets of Florence standing in for the walk-ups and water
towers of Chelsea, ‘‘streets glummer than New York’s but possess-
ing / Capacious idols dead magicians begot.’’ In Burckhardt’s
photograph midtown Manhattan’s ‘‘built canals of air’’ modulate
into the actual canals and calles of Venice, the architectural com-
position of grilled window and gondola dock supplanting the arc
of a gas pipe or American neoclassical stonework. A Neopolitan
girl’s pretty lusciousness, captured by Burckhardt’s tender objec-
tivity, di√ers from that of a New Yorker only in her evident eager-
ness to be photographed.

These paired observations of the relation between European
place and human movement form a sort of appendix to the New
York photographs and poems. The arrangement of people across a
piazza in Syracuse, as photographed by Burckhardt, neatly illus-
trates some of Denby’s prose. These commentaries are informed
not only by the critic’s study of dance performance but by his own
experience of travel. Here he describes Europeans’ relation to
public space and to one another:

American young men loll quite di√erently, resting on a pe-
ripheral point; Italians loll resting on a more central one.
Italians on the street, boys and girls, both have an extraordi-
nary sense of the space they really occupy, and of filling that
space harmoniously as they rest or move; Americans occupy a
much larger space than their actual bodies do; I mean, to
follow the harmony of their movement or of their lolling you
have to include a much larger area in space than they are
actually occupying. This annoys many Europeans; it annoys
their instinct of modesty. But it has a beauty of its own, that a
few of them appreciate. It has so to speak an intellectual
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appeal; it has because it refers to an imaginary space, an
imaginary volume, not to a real and visible one.

Similarly, in Burckhardt’s photographs of children in Naples one
sees suggestions of Denby’s remark, ‘‘Naples children, what chore-
ography they invent’’: ‘‘In ancient Italian towns the narrow main
street at dusk becomes a kind of theater. The community strolls
a√ably and looks itself over. In Florence or in Naples, in the
ancient city slums the young people are virtuoso performers, and
they do a bit of promenading any time they are not busy. . . . Their
stroll is as responsive as if it were a physical conversation.’’

The tone of Denby’s Mediterranean poems, however, is quite
unlike that of his critical prose. Described by the book jacket as an
‘‘awkwardly intense middle-aged traveler,’’ the foreign poet pro-
jects himself into everything he sees, pulling the imposed self-
portrait back inside as a souvenir for later. This quality of immedi-
ate engagement followed by recollection serves as a foil to the
coolness of Burckhardt’s photographs. A sense of Europe as a place
of heated decadence is perhaps only once displayed in Burck-
hardt’s images: in an unnamed image of the overgrown steps of a
Mediterranean garden, perhaps ‘‘the decayed park of a long dead
pope,’’ urns mark the path up to a shadowy assignation. In con-
trast, Denby, perhaps as a result of his fascination for the ‘‘other,’’ is
passionately in love with an animate Europe, the locus of seduc-
tions both glamorous and sordid. The oval shapes of Venice’s win-
dows are ‘‘like eyes.’’ The Arno is described as a ‘‘delicious tongue
that poisons as it kisses.’’ The poet is enamored of the continent’s
‘‘soft voices’’ of boys ‘‘easy in grace,’’ where

Graceful as the idols, glancing limbs and fingers
swaying bellies thread the street, liquidly proud
A kissing of observant flirts who tingle
Dangle like brass ornaments on a used bed.

Yet in some real sense, Denby’s subject is less any given place
than the self-reflected sexuality of an aging man. For though they
are poems of ‘‘cultural maturity,’’ as O’Hara described them, they
also record a return to the poet’s sexual and aesthetic awakening,
the Europe of Denby’s childhood: ‘‘Lost is the Greece when I was
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ten that / Seduced me, god-like it shone.’’ Homosexuality, subtly
hinted at in the New York poems, here finds powerful expression:
‘‘Now young priests smoke at the basin, by blurred sea-gods /
Above them rises a hairy thicket of palms / That male in their
joint green dusk yield Rome the odds / Returning with the night
into primeval realms.’’ ‘‘Villa Adriana’’ (the summer house of Em-
peror Hadrian and his young lover Antinous), for example, is
described as ‘‘peculiar like a middle-aged man undressed.’’ The
poet watches the scene, just as Hadrian

watched Antinous in the yellow water
Here where swollen plains gully, Roman and brown
Built for fun, before a flat horizon scattered
Fancies, such advanced ones, that lie overthrown;
Urbanely they still leer, his voided surprises
Curved reflections, double half-lights, coigns of rest
Embarrassing as a rich man without admirers.

Though Denby’s is still, relatively speaking, ‘‘oblique speech,’’ for
its time (the publication date is the same as Howl) the sexuality of
images seems daring and even uncloseted, the act of cruising
obscured only by the verse’s conventional stanzas:

Down the peaks a tempest plunges, flood yells, drowned
Screams from alleys, then a dripping and warm skies;
Altered, the throaty voice rising sinuous
Caresses, antique look deeper than a kiss
Melting, the longing body smiling like a face
Sidles heavy-curved; and gratefully it lifts its grace
As in citizen dusk groups strolling witty
Provocative meet foolish eyes and sweet.

Yet despite the infrequency of the ‘‘I,’’ in phrases like ‘‘jealousy
falling forever inward unlike ours,’’ and ‘‘our unlimited dark,’’ and
‘‘tearing grief,’’ these poems reveal real depths of feeling. Schuyler
himself recognized that these poems were, at least in part, about
his relationship with Denby. The poem ‘‘Thebes’’ concludes,

Wild-eyed, ragged in the crowding dusk a boy
Holds out silently for sale a toy acrobat
Daubed paper; I peer, take it with sudden joy;
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On the Hudson in a room that branches brush
It lies on a table, hears the crunch of anguish.

Quoting this last phrase, an evidently defensive Schuyler writes in
his diary: ‘‘You would have to have Edwin ‘fall in love with you’ –
the mandarin manners, the dancer’s walk, the beautiful penis, the
censoriousness, the sudden put-down and rug-yank, the hysterics –
the self-indulgent, self-created hysterics: ‘the crunch of anguish,’
my ass: I was there, after all: did he want me to ‘make love to him’
or not? and I mean, ‘suck his beautiful dick.’ And if such lines in
the poem ‘‘Segesta’’ as ‘‘a man’s voice and boy’s / sing in turn’’ do
not exclusively concern Denby’s feelings about Schuyler (or even
Mediterranean lovers), nevertheless the poem’s ‘‘Doric tongue’’
voicing a ‘‘boy’s mistrust and trust’’ clearly provides the poetic
vehicle for transformation of the personal into art: ‘‘So slowly
desire turns her grace / Across the years, and eases the grief we
bear / And its madness to merely a powerful song.’’

As erotic versions of the pathetic fallacy, these are, in some
sense, traditional ‘‘touristic’’ poems. As O’Hara carefully delineates
their method, the ‘‘outside world’’ is absorbed, becomes within:
‘‘Mediterranean Cities follows a Proustian progression of sensa-
tion, reflection, awareness, spontaneous memory and apotheosis, a
progression which proceeds from the signal absorption in locale
(‘place names’) and its accidental characteristics to the emergence
of the poet’s being from his feelings in ‘the place.’ The poet him-
self eventually is the place.’’ O’Hara compares these poems to
those of P. B. Shelley: ‘‘With similar delicacy and opacity, and with
a great deal more economy, he fixes the shifting moods, the sym-
pathetic grasp of meaning in what the vulgar see only as pictur-
esque, the pervading melancholy which overcomes the poet when
he unites with the inanimate.’’ So, too, with its Keatsian locale, the
acrostic fourth stanza of O’Hara’s ‘‘Edwin’s Hand’’ (itself a com-
pact response to Mediterranean Cities) reiterates O’Hara’s asser-
tion that Denby belongs in such poetic company:

Embarcadero, aren’t you
dying to see him in a
white suit, as a friend saw him once
in Italy, a white shoe
nearing the Spanish Steps?
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Don’t deny that you’re
erotic. Isn’t he like a
narrator in Conrad, leaving you, a dunce,
busy with moods of
your own Adriatic transports?

Denby’s poems themselves confirm his sense of being a part of
the tradition of English-speaking poets in Italy. In its classically
allusive treatment of gay subjects (one of the ‘‘obscure areas of
modern life’’ noted by O’Hara in his 1952 Eighth Street Club lec-
ture), one can recognize the example of Auden. Auden’s rhyming
‘‘Ganymede,’’ for example, can be compared to Denby’s less prosod-
ically pat ‘‘Villa Adriana’’: ‘‘His conversation bored / the boy who
yawned and whistled and made faces; / And wriggled free from
fatherly embraces.’’ (Does the figure of Auden itself make an
appearance of sorts in ‘‘Sant’Angelo d’Ischia’’: ‘‘So at a wild farmer’s
cave we pour wine together / On a beach, four males in a brilliant
weather’’?) Certain poems also show the strong influence of the
Pisan Cantos, as in, for example, the lines ‘‘Etna in sun / Pure in
the moon, huge diaphaneity / Phantom nearness.’’ Here O’Hara’s
lecture comments on Pound may also be cited: ‘‘[Pound’s] influence
is pervasive and especially so now: his influence is almost invariably
healthy in that it seldom detracts from the individuality of the poet
who admires him; rather, it points up, clarifies it.’’

Fifty years after their publication, the poems of Mediterranean

Cities are deeply, if not widely, admired – that is, they have some-
thing of an underground reputation. As a collaboration, however,
the volume is more generally acknowledged to be ‘‘one of the
finest examples of poet/artist collaborative books.’’ Comparing it
to a 1961 series published under the auspices of the Tibor de Nagy
Gallery, the ultra-perceptive Fairfield Porter questioned the rela-
tive value of some of the better-known collaborations (Ashbery–
Joan Mitchell, Koch–Alfred Leslie, O’Hara–Michael Goldberg,
Schuyler–Grace Hartigan): ‘‘One wonders about the whole series,
is this done for the artists’ or the poets’ sake? Do the prints enhance
the poems, or the poems glamorize the prints? For me, Denby and
Burckhardt’s Mediterranean Cities remains a more organic collab-
oration.’’ Yet when Porter goes on to ask, ‘‘How genuine are these
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collaborations?’’ it is di≈cult to determine exactly what he means
by his question. Is he proposing that the Tibor de Nagy books are
a sort of business ploy, the marketing of the new and the young?
By questioning their ‘‘genuineness,’’ does he mean to say that the
Tibor de Nagy pairings feel arbitrary?

Or rather is Porter simply suggesting that there is something
about the two media of Mediterranean Cities that is essentially
complementary? Photography and poetry share an acute aware-
ness of the processes of time; certainly Denby’s measured sonnets,
in particular, are a meditation on the experience of individual
mortality, as well as on the endeavor of art. As O’Hara writes of
Denby’s lines, ‘‘The ambiguous nature of temporality [is] made
clear by the timeless exertion of the consciousness.’’ The book
closes with an image of Burckhardt’s son seated in the Roman
Forum; the photograph faces the collection’s final poem, ‘‘Ciam-
pino’’: ‘‘But Jacob, a two-year-old American / Is running in the
garden in August delight; / ‘Forum not a park, Forum a woods,’
he opines.’’ Time and locale suddenly jump forward a year (such
startling shifts will become more evident in Denby’s later son-
nets), and the poet records: ‘‘Now in New York Jacob wants to have
my cat / He goes to school, he behaves aggressively / He is three
and a half, age makes us do that.’’ Mediterranean Cities concludes
with an envoi to Europe and to youth; it seems to anticipate
Denby’s farewell to life itself: ‘‘And fifty years hence will he love
Rome in place of me? / For with regret I leave the lovely world
men made / Despite their bad character, their art is mild.’’

With the passage of time, Denby’s intense a√ection here for
Jacob Burckhardt remains undiminished. A kind of paternal an-
ticipatory grief weaves in and out of the poems and reveals an
additional emotional undercurrent, the issue of homosexuality
and childlessness. Fatherhood, Denby recognized, creates a dif-
ferent relation to mortality. It may be politically incorrect to sug-
gest that a gay man desires, on any level, to be straight, for after
all, both having and not having children inspire regrets. But as
Richard Poirier has suggested, a similar expression of lack can be
found in O’Hara’s lines ‘‘It’s a strange curse my ‘generation’ has
we’re all / like the flowers in the Agassiz Museum perpetually
ardent.’’ Poirier comments:
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This is a resonant, Keatsian figure. It suggests that the reason
O’Hara so much wants a life of immediacy is that he feels so
irrevocably cut o√ from it: he is like a replica of what was
once natural and alive – and is going about the business of
reproducing itself. . . . And his poetic fascination with imme-
diacy is part of a corresponding wish to live absolutely in the
present, since only death hovers in the past, with dead family
and dead friends, and since at his own death he will leave no
biological heir.

For Denby the blond-haired Jacob, photographed seated among
the ruins of the Forum, is seen as the poet’s surrogate son, a
hopeful figure of the future ‘‘fifty years hence’’ when Denby him-
self is no more.

‘‘Dance by its nature is about impermanence,’’ writes Robert Corn-
field in his introduction to Denby’s dance writings; ‘‘it is an em-
blem of life’s poignant glory.’’ In the late fifties and sixties Denby
continued to spend much of his time watching, talking, and writ-
ing about dance, especially Lincoln Kirstein’s New York City Bal-
let. For though he wrote about every form of dance and all styles of
choreography, Denby’s discussions of George Balanchine have a
distinct quality of self-description: ‘‘He has shown our dancers
how to be natural in classicism, and he has shown them how to
become una√ectedly brilliant in their own natural terms.’’ In an
interview with Anne Waldman, Denby noted, ‘‘As a poet, some
days one feels like writing severely classic things, and some days
one feels like writing shapeless romantic things. Just as [Bal-
anchine] does – in his case, as a choreographer.’’ Denby’s high
opinion of Balanchine was well known among the New York
School. There was even a certain disparagement of Denby’s aes-
thetic infatuation (and influence) by some of his friends. A Schuy-
ler letter to Ashbery relates this anecdote: Schuyler told Anne
Porter and the Porters’ daughter Katie that he had found a perfor-
mance of The Nutcracker ‘‘lou-zay.’’ ‘‘Anne: ‘But I was taught at my
mother’s knee that Balanchine could do no wrong.’ Katie: ‘Who
was your mother?’ Anne: ‘In this case, Edwin Denby.’ ’’

By mid-century that admiration already had a long history.
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Denby would recall the revelation of Mozartiana when he first
saw it in Europe in 1933. In the Waldman interview, Denby
ruminates:

Several things have appeared from time to time in Bal-
anchine’s choreography when he wasn’t interested in the
classic style completely but in the extensions of it. After
all, he began as an avant-gardist, post Isadora. Isadora had
a great deal of influence on the ballet in Russia and was
very much admired. In fact I think her first great successes
were really there, and that is all part of the history. [Bal-
anchine] didn’t want to lose the classic neutralness of expres-
sion. But at the same time the expressive emotion, the ex-
pressive force, the active force, the propelling force, is a
contradictory one.

Like Balanchine and Duncan (whom the poet, it should be re-
membered, had also actually seen in performance), the Steinian
Denby began as an ‘‘avant-gardist.’’ A formal self-contradiction,
similar to what Denby perceived in Balanchine, occurs in his own
poems; his verse also has a certain tonal ‘‘neutralness’’ driven by an
experimental engine. This ‘‘impersonality’’ (the rareness of the
first person in Mediterranean Cities, for example) can easily be
mistaken for lack of feeling. Denby quotes an admiring Bal-
anchine to the e√ect that American dancers are like angels in that
‘‘they could feel sympathy with su√ering but they could not feel it
themselves.’’ Such technique provides a potent vehicle, as in the
Romantic lyric, for expressing real emotions: ‘‘The non-ballet
movement [of Isadora Duncan] in general was toward intimate
personal feelings. . . . Poetry’s always been about that too –
intimate personal poetry, you know.’’ As O’Hara had written of
Denby’s ‘‘deep and lightning feelings’’ in his 1957 poem ‘‘To Ed-
win Denby’’: ‘‘And I see in the flashes / what you have clearly
said / that feelings are our facts.’’

Changes in Denby’s poetics over the course of twenty years
(from the mid-forties to the early sixties) bear some relation to
developments in American dance. Just as Denby deeply appreci-
ated classical ballet, he loved and respected the traditions of the
sonnet, and he was eloquent as to why:
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I love the way the shape is so determined. I love the way it
begins as a quatrain and builds up gradually by adding to
itself in the next quatrain, and then how it comes to its
emotional peak, its climax, and then subsides. And that it
does still more in the third, and then I love the way the
conclusion quiets everything down again, or flies o√ if that’s
the temptation. Whether or not to make the conclusion fly
o√ and whether or not I found out about not making it fly o√
[in my first sonnets] I don’t know.

In his early sonnets’ traditionally punctuated stanzas, there is a
strong sense of grammatical integrity for the line. If each line is
not always literally end-stopped, enjambment across clauses is
limited. (An exception are the two lines from an early poem, ‘‘My
eyes – like a blind man’s hand by pressure – learn / The push of
age in the crowd’s unconcern,’’ where the second line presses in
with dramatically confining displacement.) In the sixties’ Later

Sonnets, however, there is increasingly less respect for the cohesion
of grammar. At times there is no obvious syntactical relation be-
tween phrases; lines have the feel of a sentence without the actual
grammatical constructs. (This modernist, even cubist, sense of
composition owes something to Stein.) Increasingly ‘‘di≈cult,’’
less accessible in terms of logical comprehension, the later sonnets
record the fragmented nature of immediate perception, a percep-
tion that comes too fast for traditional syntax to accommodate:

Small paintings seen, I cross the park
Toward six, end of March, pellucid
Close boulder, black velvet so dark,
Glare, one or two lithe descend it
Grass March-green, in air the hard buds
Flushed barely the buildings’ vista
Up Fifth, downtown is where I head
Scraps of Park speech, blown scraps of paper
Equably whole sky fades coldly
Street welcome dusk’s private thought
None wide enough to hold you in
Happy to the subway I trot
Caress of a March after glow
Of its color this much I know
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In these later sonnets the model of narrative, ballet-based cho-
reography gives way to the abstract walk-dances of Merce Cun-
ningham; Denby’s urban ‘‘chance’’ encounters take on something
of the stylized quality of John Cage’s music. So, too, the verbal
phrase or clause increasingly functions like abstract physical ges-
ture. Like Cunningham, Denby can ‘‘suddenly turn a strictly neu-
tral lyric abstract sequence of movements into a dramatic situation
by the force of his dramatic imagination.’’ Such presentation of
‘‘verbal gesture’’ seems to correspond to the poet’s increasing
awareness of the physical e√ects of time. ‘‘Di≈culty’’ of movement
as a chosen style becomes more manifest in Denby’s prosody as the
proprioceptively sensitive one-time dancer experiences aging. In
the following example, the expression ‘‘up the avenue’’ is a kind of
verbal gesticulation, analogous to a waved arm. In quick succes-
sion follow a series of verbal motions ‘‘set o√’’ (as Denby would
describe a dance phrase) ‘‘by accents’’:

Cool June day, up the avenue
An oldster in a boater steps
Jaunty, at the cross-street, light green
Steps out, truck turns in on him, he stops

And as ‘‘a dance phrase holds together by its rhythm in time,’’
the tightened line of poetry unfolds not just across space but
within measured time. Denby’s later lines grow shorter and less
rhymed; the work becomes rhythmically choppy and less fluent.
Though metrical parameters naturally assume immediacy in
work where the experience of aging is a recurring subject, Denby’s
pinched ‘‘awkwardness’’ is the formal product of an intentional
aesthetic. Just as Denby had written, ‘‘A new picture of [de Koo-
ning’s], a day or two after he had started it, had a striking, lively
beauty . . . but at that point Bill would look at his picture sharply,
like a choreographer at a talented dancer, and say bitterly, ‘Too
easy.’ ’’

Early conversations with de Kooning are also the likely source
for Denby’s thinking about ‘‘negative space’’ between verbal fig-
ures. In Denby’s early poetry the grammatical phrase or punctu-
ated clause tends to fall at the line ending. But in the later poems,
compressed sets of grammatically unrelated phrases – it is possible
to visualize these clauses as ‘‘language gestures’’ – instead come to
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a momentary stop at the unjustified margin. Substituting for tra-
ditional end punctuation, this right-hand ‘‘negative space’’ in
Denby’s poems therefore becomes progressively more meaningful
in relation to what comes before it:

New York dark in August, seaward
Creeping breeze, building to building
Old poems by Frank O’Hara
At 3 a.m. I sit reading
Like a blue-black surf rider, shark
Nipping at my Charvet tie, toe-tied
Heart in my mouth – or my New York
At dawn smiling I turn out the light
Inside out like a room in gritty
Gale, features moving fierce or void
Intimate, the lunch hour city
One’s own heart eating undestroyed
Complicities of New York speech
Embrace me as I fall asleep

Similarly, Denby writes of the ‘‘space’’ between dancers’ bodies in
his essay ‘‘Balanchine’s Poetics’’: ‘‘Balanchine makes you feel the
connection between the dance steps and the stage space,’’ though
he adds, ‘‘Instead of ‘space,’ we should say ‘air,’ because ‘space’
seems to be such a dead word.’’ (In contrast, Martha Graham is
gently criticized for how ‘‘she uses the stage space the way the
realistic theater does . . . not the way the poetic theater [emphasis
mine] uses the stage, as a space complete in itself.’’) The phenome-
non of ‘‘negative space’’ as first observed in painting also occurs on
the stage or in the silent interstices between and to either side of
stanzas, that is, the page itself. This space between (painted,
danced, or written) figures ‘‘becomes a firm body of air, a lucid
statement of relationship.’’

Indeed, the overriding theme of all of Denby’s New York City
poems, both early and late, might be said to be the dynamic be-
tween the human figure and its environs, a profound relationship
made concrete in the poems’ formal incarnations. The city’s air
constitutes Denby’s outdoor ‘‘page,’’ a theatrical urban community
made up of sky, street, and trucks (here, as declared at In Public, in

Private’s opening) that is at once natural and human-made:
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I myself like the climate of New York
I see it in the air up between the street
You use a worn-down cafeteria fork
But the climate you don’t use stays fresh and neat.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The sky is in the streets with the trucks and us,
Stands awhile, then lifts across land and ocean.

Or, as in one of the Later Sonnets, pedestrian movement is set
against the motion of city vehicles:

Nocturnal void lower Fifth, I
Stepped in that desert o√ the kerb
A roar spurting eighty whams by
What a pleasure, I wasn’t killed

In all cases, the human figure is described in relation to the dis-
tinctive scale of New York structures. Denby writes of his long
conversations with de Kooning and Burckhardt in the thirties: ‘‘At
the time we all talked a great deal about scale in New York, and
about the di√erence of instinctive scale in signs, painted color,
clothes, gestures, everyday expressions between Europe and Amer-
ica. We were happy to be in a city the beauty of which was
unknown, uncozy, and not small scale.’’ An early Burckhardt pho-
tograph has a young, rather Keatonesque Denby sitting on the flat
roof of the Chelsea building in which he was to live all his adult
life; bustling Twenty-first Street below him seems to extend to the
river and on to Europe. The photograph perfectly captures both
Denby’s and Burckhardt’s lyric sensibility as the bemused and
observant individual records his perceived relation to the cultural
products of a New World. Similarly, in the 1980 documentary The

Climate of New York, an elderly though spry Denby (alongside
Burckhardt) strides up the center lanes of Eighth Avenue, the
city’s distinctively scaled buildings outstretched behind the two
artists like downtown wings. This temperamental relation be-
tween paired human figures and the city, captured on film, finds
its poetic counterpart in Denby’s own lyric work, the end rhyme of
an early couplet indicating intimate a≈nities: ‘‘So New York
photographed without distortions / Shows we walk among noble
proportions.’’
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As has been thrashed out over and over again, the phrase ‘‘New
York Poets’’ didn’t come into general use until after the 1960
publication of Donald Allen’s anthology The New American Po-

etry. According to David Lehman in The Last Avant-Garde, ‘‘John
Bernard Myers, the flamboyant director of the Tibor de Nagy
Gallery, came up with the New York School moniker in 1961,
hoping to cash in on the cachet of the world-conquering Abstract
Expressionists.’’ Denby himself considered the term ‘‘a compli-
cated double joke.’’ In his Waldman interview, an elderly Denby
explains:

The painters who went to the Cedar had more or less coined
the phrase ‘‘New York School’’ in opposition to the School of
Paris (which also originated as a joke in opposition to the
School of Florence and the School of Venice). Great things
started to happen in the Fifties – the point was the great
e√ort in the Eighth Street Club . . . the brilliant discussions
among painters which had broken through the provincialism
of American painting. . . . So the poets adopted the expression
‘‘New York School’’ out of homage to the people who had de-
provincialized American painting. . . . So the New York
School was a cluster of poets and it was through Frank
O’Hara that the uptown poets and the downtown poets got
together and eventually the West Coast too, plus the painters,
and Frank was at the center and joined them all together.
After his death there was no center for that group.

It was Myers who published limited-edition first books of almost
all the other New York School poets, including Barbara Guest and
Kenward Elmslie, from 1951 to 1961. Myers claims that he himself
introduced O’Hara, Koch, and Ashbery (as a boisterous trio jump-
ing out of the Long Island bushes) to de Kooning in 1952; Denby
recalls meeting ‘‘these four boys’’ at the Cedar the same year
(though, of course, he had actually first met Schuyler on Ischia).
It’s not entirely tongue-in-cheek that Denby speaks of these poets
as ‘‘boys’’; the fifty-year-old Denby was more than twenty years
older than they. Perhaps this relative maturity is one explanation
of why Denby was not formally a≈liated with the Tibor de Nagy
Gallery’s book promotion of its ‘‘house poets,’’ though it is also
possible that the temperamentally more circumspect Denby made
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the choice himself. Mediterranean Cities (especially given Burck-
hardt’s subsequent relation with the gallery) would nevertheless
have been a logical Tibor de Nagy publication.

In ongoing discussions of the New York School, the fairly con-
sistent omission of Denby’s name can additionally be traced to a
second crucial event: he was not among the poets presented in The

New American Poetry. Certainly his work was considered, as it was
suggested by both O’Hara and Schuyler. In a letter to Donald
Allen, Schuyler wrote, ‘‘I was so delighted to hear that you asked
Frank about Edwin Denby’s poems; I hope you have seen Mediter-

ranean Cities as well as the earlier book. His harsh prosody I find a
relief.’’ Instead, Allen decided to list Denby in the book’s preface as
part of a group of ‘‘poets of a second generation’’ (after the Mod-
ernists): ‘‘Elizabeth Bishop, Edwin Denby, Robert Lowell, Ken-
neth Rexroth, and Louis Zukovsky.’’ Generationally speaking,
there is some logic to this grouping (and considerable respect
given to Denby by his inclusion in it), though the absence of
Denby’s poems in retrospect looks like a critical error. In all fair-
ness to Allen, who dedicated O’Hara’s Poems Retrieved to Denby,
it must have seemed at the time that a di√erent trajectory for
Denby’s subsequent career could be anticipated – he apparently
had supporters like O’Hara and Schuyler, after all – something
closer to Elizabeth Bishop’s slow but steady rise in publication and
reputation.

Although Denby was, in e√ect, excluded from the New York
School’s ‘‘first generation’’ in 1960, some of his poems of this
period were nevertheless appearing in the pages of a spate of small
‘‘second generation’’ magazines such as Locus Solus, Semicolon (the
journal Myers edited), and, later, Angel Hair. In 1963 an entire
issue of Ted Berrigan’s C was devoted to Denby, with a silkscreen
cover by Andy Warhol of Denby kissing Gerard Malanga. (This
issue also contained O’Hara’s ‘‘Edwin’s Hand.’’) Berrigan, it should
be emphasized, was an especially great Denby admirer; in fact, the
continued availability of Denby’s poetry can be traced back to his
enthusiasm. There is, however, some uncertainty about the influ-
ence of Denby on Berrigan’s own Sonnets. According to the chro-
nology of Berrigan’s Collected Poems, edited by Alice Notley, Ber-
rigan had written an admiring postcard to O’Hara in 1960, moved
to New York the same year, and first met O’Hara either in 1960 or
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1961; he began writing his Sonnets in 1962. According to Ron
Padgett, Berrigan started writing them in ‘‘late 1962, a bit before
he met Edwin, I believe.’’ That Berrigan knew O’Hara for two
years before meeting or reading Denby is possible, though it
seems likely that he acquired from O’Hara his extraordinary ap-
preciation of Denby and his sonnets before then. In any case,
Berrigan finished up his own Sonnets in July 1963 (a few months
after O’Hara’s birthday party for Denby) and immediately began
editing the Denby issue of C. Berrigan’s admiration did not de-
crease over the next years; his poem ‘‘The Ten Greatest Books of
the Year, 1968’’ lists ‘‘In Public In Private by Edwin Denby.’’

In ‘‘Intersections with Edwin’s Lines,’’ Notley recalls Berrigan’s
‘‘obsession with certain lines, phrases, mannerisms of Edwin’s.’’
Most of Notley’s essay presents her own response as a poet to
Denby; what seems important to her is what can be traced to him
or his work in her own poems. Yet near the essay’s conclusion, she
makes this remarkable observation:

I learned, from Edwin, that each phrase was object and that
word order was plastic; that each word used all of its space
and so had to fill it; that each line floated as well as con-
nected; and that where a sentence stopped and another began
was ambiguous, like in speech. I learned that one could place
personal su√ering in a context that might be communal as of
persons or communal as of objects and actions and words –
either one worked as community. I thus learned a scale one
was being along that began with oneself and the others in
one’s apartment and proceeded out onto the street and into
the imaginary space of painting and ballet on up into the sky
above tall buildings, all inside one and one inside it.

It is hard to tell how much of this reflects comments Denby
himself actually made to Notley or Berrigan, though all of it is
consistent with Denby’s own poetic practice. Notley also recalls
that Denby was always re-reading (and recommending others to
read) Gertrude Stein’s Stanzas in Meditation. A final comment by
Notley might then be interpreted as not only a deferred lesson
from Denby but even one originating from Denby’s reading of
Stein:
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I learned not to fear the sound of personal peculiarities in
poetry, personal ‘‘music,’’ that that’s what the poems would
finally be made of. I learned that any sequence of actions I
had performed might be interesting if embodied in words
that at the same time made their own sequence and assumed
their own shapes: this is not the quotidian, it is not auto-
biography. It is motion and event purified of self and then
laid next to self as a di√erent kind of shape.

Despite Berrigan’s and Notley’s testimonials, Denby’s poetry
was not immediately embraced by ‘‘downtown’’ poets. For exam-
ple, though Berrigan kept telling Ron Padgett how great Denby
was, the admirably honest Padgett recalls: ‘‘I looked at the work
and didn’t get it.’’ He has written in the introduction to Denby’s
Collected Poems that at first he resisted their ‘‘compressed, quirky,
big-city stop-and-go rhythms’’ with their ‘‘coupling of idiomatic
language and traditional form.’’ In an interview he said, ‘‘For-
tunately I had Ted hammering at me, so I went back to Edwin’s
poems until they became familiar to me, and then I relaxed with
them and began to see what they said and did, and gradually their
pleasures were opened up to me (or I to them).’’

During this period of the early sixties, of course, Denby was
greatly inspired by ‘‘experimental’’ dance, theater, and music. In a
1982 interview he was nevertheless self-deprecating about this
work in relation to O’Hara’s: ‘‘I was always writing in this old-
fashioned way and he was writing in a lively new way.’’ Yet the
Later Sonnets, despite their subject of old age, comprised a for-
mally innovative set of poems. And while most of these take place
in New York, others elegiacally describe summers in Maine with
the Burckhardt family:

Time passes; white moon-soaked mist
Solitary outdoors, book indoors
Dear careless moonlight, dear dead words
I know them near, feebly I drowse
Ghost from inside of me, peevish
My mouth hardens at your approach
Figure incomprehensible
Of happiness not reached and reached
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Regardless of Denby’s own modest protestations, O’Hara admired
the elder poet’s ‘‘old-fashioned’’ care. In the second stanza of ‘‘Ed-
win’s Hand’’ he writes:

Eagerness doesn’t
dare interrupt him when he
works; the kitten mustn’t
interrupt his thoughtful knee,
not if it twitches.

Dusk fall behind his
eventful eyes like a thread
nearing the many-toed busy
beast who leaves red
yarns of thought in stitches.

And though Denby himself had twenty years left to live, death is
very much present in these last lyrics. In this poem (perhaps
written around the time O’Hara was curating the Franz Kline
retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art) there is a distinct
sense of a last look back:

At first sight, not Pollock, Kline scared
Me, in the Cedar, ten years past
Drunk, dark-eyed, watchful, light-hearted
Everybody drunk, his wide chest
Adorable hero, mourn him
No one Franz didn’t like, Elaine said
The flowered casket was loathsome
Who are we sorry for, he’s dead
Between death and us his painting
Stood, we relied daily on it
To keep our hearts on the main thing
Grandeur in a happy world of shit
Walk up his stoop, 14th near 8th
The view stretches as far as death

Some time around O’Hara’s death, Denby stopped writing
(though apparently not revising) poems. As he said to John Gruen
in 1970, ‘‘Frank O’Hara had been a catalyst for me, although I was
much older. But then, he was everybody’s catalyst.’’ Denby’s re-
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sponse to O’Hara’s passing can be contrasted to that of Schuyler.
‘‘It is conceivable,’’ writes David Lehman in The Last Avant-garde,

‘‘that O’Hara’s untimely death acted as a sort of imaginative liber-
ation for Schuyler, who began, in a way, to take over O’Hara’s
poetic project and adapt it to his own sensibility.’’ Lehman writes
that O’Hara and Schuyler had ‘‘a major falling out’’ just before
Schuyler’s breakdown in 1961. It was also in 1961 that Fairfield
Porter had reviewed Schuyler’s Tibor de Nagy collaboration Salute

with Grace Hartigan (this is the same piece in which Porter had
expressed his preference for Mediterranean Cities), and though
Porter’s response to the Schuyler-Hartigan work had been basi-
cally positive, he did point out that the Schuyler book ‘‘has shorter
poems than the others, and to make volumes uniform in length . . .
the print is correspondingly larger. It is primer size.’’ The problem-
atic scarcity of Schuyler’s poetry at this time is also the subject of a
1961 letter from O’Hara to Ashbery (which Lehman quotes):

I don’t know why, for instance, he has singled me out for the
accusation that I’ve put him in the shade as a writer, or
whatever he said, except that I have been more handy than
you or Kenneth, but that’s the way it is. It’s none of our fault,
nor is it Allen or Gregory’s that Jimmy has not written more
and that he couldn’t bring himself to let John Myers publish
his poems, etc., but he apparently wants to blame it on me for
allegedly damaging his self-confidence, so that’s the way it is.

In any case, what Schuyler perceived as an inhibiting sense of
judgment from O’Hara came to a definitive stop in 1966. He did not
attend O’Hara’s funeral. Certainly what followed after O’Hara’s
death was for Schuyler a new sense of capacity, a shift that led to his
1969 publication Freely Espousing. This volume contained his
‘‘elegy’’ for O’Hara, ‘‘Buried at Springs,’’ which begins:

There is a hornet in the room
and one of us will have to go
out the window into the late
August midafternoon sun. I
won.

Though he did not publish new poems, Denby continued to
participate in the larger dance, art, theater, and music scene at its
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active edges. As a person he remained a touchstone and something
of a curiosity, ‘‘a quietly radiant gentleman,’’ as Padgett has said.
The era of an earlier generation had definitively segued into one
increasingly centered downtown. In Forced Entries (his diaries of
the seventies), Jim Carroll writes, ‘‘Of all the brilliant people I’ve
met on the art scene, I suppose Edwin Denby is my candidate for
the most interesting. He’s rather old now, and looks even older
because of his hair, which is a white the shade of moonlight. He
isn’t well known to the mass college audience as a poet, but he
should be. The poets themselves, however, have great regard for his
work. Frank O’Hara declared Denby to be one of his strongest
influences.’’ As Carroll relates, Denby also continued to attend
readings at the St. Mark’s Poetry Project, senior colleague to new
generations of New York poets. Padgett has said, ‘‘Edwin was
amazingly good about coming to the Poetry Project to hear young
poets.’’ But they also came to hear him. In 1972, when Anne
Waldman was its director, the Poetry Project sponsored a reading of
Denby poems. There was some surprise that the seventy-year-old
poet himself agreed to read his early work ‘‘Elegy – The Streets.’’

Denby’s relations with the Poetry Project (proceeding from his
friendship with Berrigan) have led to the continued awareness of
his work. Waldman included Denby’s poems in the 1969 Poetry
Project anthology The World Anthology as well as in the 2001
Angel Hair Anthology, edited with Lewis Warsh. Other poems
were included in the 1970 Anthology of New York Poets, edited by
Ron Padgett and David Shapiro. Padgett and Waldman were re-
sponsible for the publication of a third volume of Denby’s work,
Snoring in New York (later sonnets and the title poem), published
in 1974. Their Full Court Press also published a Collected Poems in
1975, which Padgett re-edited as the posthumous Complete Poems

for Random House in 1986. In his diary Schuyler quips about this
last volume: ‘‘Now I have to face up to saying something nice about
Edwin Denby’s Collected, now to be re-issued in a stately form by
Random House (farewell, Full Court Press).’’ The blurb Schuyler
provided began, ‘‘It is unfortunate that Edwin Denby’s death pre-
vents him from enjoying this celebration of his genius as a poet.’’

A much wider (and fascinating) story remains to be told about
Edwin Denby’s importance as a twentieth-century cultural force.
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Denby was both a seminal and a cohesive figure, sparking and
then linking several generations of American composers, per-
formers, poets, and painters. But as with his expansive cultural
career, the poet has so far defied exact classification. This is deeply
ironic. ‘‘The term ‘New York School’ applied to poetry isn’t helpful
in characterizing a number of widely dissimilar poets whose work
moreover has little to do with New York,’’ writes Ashbery in his
introduction to O’Hara’s Collected Poems. Although such a dis-
claimer is obviously applicable to Ashbery’s own work, the same
could hardly be said of Denby’s. In his lifelong engagement with
the subject of the city, he, like O’Hara, is a true New York poet. Not
only is In Public, in Private the first volume of poems published by
a poet of the New York School, there is an argument to be made
that with more complete documentation of Denby’s relations with
O’Hara’s circle, in addition to his position as a point of reference in
the New York art world before, during, and after the heyday of the
New York School of painting, the whole idea of ‘‘New York School
Poet’’ (of any vintage) is meaningful only relative to the vocation
of Edwin Denby.

There are indications, however, that Denby’s significance is
becoming more generally acknowledged. Mark Ford and Trevor
Winkfield recently included him among an expanded list of eight
poets of the group’s ‘‘first generation’’ in their just-published New

York Poets II: An Anthology. The new Oxford Anthology of Ameri-

can Poetry, edited by David Lehman, includes four of Denby’s
poems. Writing New York, the Library of America anthology ed-
ited by Philip Lopate, includes both a poem and an essay by
Denby. A large portion of issue 14 of the online journal Jacket,

edited by Karlien van den Beukel, has made an important contri-
bution to understanding the range and influence of Denby as a
poet. And finally, there will be entries on Denby and several of his
books in the forthcoming Encyclopedia of the New York School

Poets, edited by Terence Diggory. Perhaps what Lincoln Kirstein
wrote after Denby’s death in 1983 will soon no longer be true: ‘‘He
is not anthologized. Modern literature courses don’t take much
account of him, nor is he treated as an important lyricist by many
beyond a band of admirers, too often discounted as a coterie.’’

Yet why did Denby remain for so long, as Ashbery was quoted
in 1986, ‘‘American poetry’s best-kept secret’’? Not only did Denby
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not particularly want or need his poetry to be known, his relative
obscurity may also have something to do with the nature of his
work. He was self-e√acing, both personally and poetically: ‘‘Liter-
ature as a profession was never a part of my life. I knew that there
was that profession but I never worked at it.’’ In short, although it
is unfortunate that he has been critically overlooked, those who
knew Denby all agree that he himself couldn’t have cared less.
What really matters is the experience of art itself as well as the act
of its creation, though for someone like Denby the understanding
and appreciation of a colleague like Frank O’Hara was crucial. As
O’Hara quotes what Denby said of Balanchine: ‘‘Dancers have two
sets of judges – the public and its journalists who can give them
celebrity, and the great artists of their own calling who can give
them a feeling of dignity and of proud modesty.’’ And as O’Hara
had written in the introduction to Denby’s Dancers, Buildings and

People in the Streets in 1965 (the year before O’Hara’s death):

In Some Thoughts About Classicism and George Balanchine,

Edwin Denby writes that Balanchine’s remarks had sug-
gested to him ‘‘the idea, too, of style as something a man who
has spent many years of his life working in an art loves with
attentive pertinacity.’’ This idea, I think, is the basis of
Denby’s prose and poetry, a style which ‘‘demands a constant
attention to details which the public is not meant to notice,
which only professionals spot, so unemphatic do they remain
in performance.’’ They were speaking of a ballet perfor-
mance, but the idea is equally true of Denby’s writing perfor-
mance, and one of the important secrets of its pleasures.

Since Edwin Denby is a good friend of mine, there are
other secrets I should reveal. He sees and hears more clearly
than anyone else I have ever known.


